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Negotiating Orchestras
Workshop
ROPA Conference 2019
Boston, Massachusetts
July 27, 2019

Welcome and Introductions
• SSD Staff
– Rochelle Skolnick, Director and Special Counsel
– Debbie Newmark, Director, Symphonic Electronic
Media
– Chris Durham, Chief Field Negotiator
– Todd Jelen, Negotiator/Organizer/Educator
– Jane Owen, Negotiator
– Laurence Hofmann, Contract
Administrator/Communications and Data
Coordinator
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AFM Resources for Bargaining
• SSD Resource Center
– CBA Database
– Wage Charts

• Financial analysis—Bob Zagozda

– $750; half paid by local, half by AFM.
– Local must request.

• SSD Negotiators
• Legal support and proposal language consultation
– Media language always goes to Debbie before
proposal by union and immediately upon receipt of
proposal by employer

• Strike Fund
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Player Conference Support
• ROPA, ICSOM and OCSM
–Networking via social media and
listservs
–settlement bulletins,
–calls to action
• ROPA Emergency Relief Fund
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LOCAL AND ORCHESTRA
COMMITTEE RELATIONSHIPS
5

Local and Orchestra Committee
Relationship: Why Does it Matter?
• Gives rank and file musicians confidence in leadership
• Presents unified front to the employer
• Increases resources, both monetary and those of
community, available to the cause
• Strong connection with local officers provides
opportunity to engage others in our cause:
–
–
–
–
–

Local musicians who are not members of the orchestra
Central labor council
Other members of the labor community
Politicians
Faith communities
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Local and OC Relationship:
Legal and Practical Framework
• Local is the legal bargaining agent for the musicians
working under the CBA. Local has legal responsibility for
CBA bargaining, administration and enforcement.
• Hierarchy of bylaws: Federation>Local>Players
Association.
• Orchestra Committee assists Local in negotiation,
enforcement and administration of the CBA. OC is
Local’s presence in and source of information about
what happens in the workplace .
• Keep in mind: OC is also many orchestra musicians’ first
and most vivid impression of collective
leadership/union.
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Local/OC Relationship Best Practices
• Regular and timely reporting by OC to Local on all issues that
arise in the workplace or in connection with the workplace.
• Local and OC both looped in on communications from/to
employer.
• Regular calls to check in, regardless of whether current issues
exist.
• Reciprocal meeting invitations and attendance.
– Local officers invited to attend orchestra meetings.
– OC members attend Local meetings, report to Local Executive
Board.
• Orchestra musicians should be encouraged to participate in the
life and governance of the Local.
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Local/OC Relationship: Finances
• Openness and transparency about finances
available to support contract administration,
enforcement and bargaining.
• Funds accumulated by OC/musicians (“war
chest”) properly accounted for and reported. No
secret funds!
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Basics of OC Service
• Must be aware of time commitment before accepting
nomination to serve on committee. Talk to those who
have served to get a sense of what is involved.
• Must understand that the role of the committee is to
represent ALL members of the bargaining unit and not
to advance a personal agenda or the agenda of a small
subset of musicians.
– Try to understand all issues and look for solutions to
problems.

• Remember: your colleagues have entrusted you to
advocate on their behalf. Keep their best interests
foremost in your awareness.
10
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Basics of OC Service: Meetings
• Come on time to all meetings, prepared with CBA,
bylaws, other relevant documents. Be prepared to take
notes.
• Understand how to conduct an orchestra meeting.
– Importance of having an agenda

• Understand who can attend orchestra meetings.
– Exclude Personnel Manager (and other management
employees in supervisory positions) from meetings to
discuss negotiations
– Exclude non-members (in RTW state) and musicians who
have elected financial core status (in non-RTW state)
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Basics of OC Service: Between Bargaining
• Track violations of the agreement
• Consider holding regular meetings with
employer to resolve issues before they
become seriously problematic
• Plan for succession and continuity on the
committee.
• Beware of dilution of the committee’s
authority with the creation of a variety of
other types of committees (e.g., artistic
advisory, joint labor-management).
12
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Orientation for New Members
• History of the institution and the evolution of
wages and working conditions
• Provide a copy of the CBA
• Other resources available within the
community
• Structure of local and AFM
• Employer organizational structure
• Contact info for Local and OC
13

INTERNAL ORGANIZING FOR
BARGAINING
14
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Internal Organizing: Bargaining Prep
• Elect Committee
– Process may be governed by Local and/or players’
association bylaws
– Should not spell out process for election in the
CBA—this is an internal union matter

• Establish communications infrastructure for
bargaining unit, especially for off season
– Phone tree
– Email list
15

Internal Organizing
• Establish “dispute” committees. All report to
OC and Local. Traditional examples:
– Media/PR Committee
– Political Committee
– Speakers Bureau
– Benefit Concerts
– Music Schools
– Picket Committee
– Audience Association
16
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Internal Organizing:
Community Relations
• Create a social media presence on Facebook and/or Twitter.
– Identify a musician(s) to lead the social media presence. Accountable
to committee and local, which together have final say in what is
posted.
• Create a website (or page) and newsletter to gather information
• Compile biographical information about your musicians and develop
human-interest stories to promote musicians’ involvement in
community
• Post information of general interest to your target audience. Post
regularly so the page does not become stale. Share c. 4 items sourced
elsewhere for every original item you post.
• Identify organizations and individuals within your community that the
musicians and the Local Union could call upon for support or resources if
bargaining becomes contentious or in the event of a labor dispute.
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Internal Organizing:
Personal Preparation
• Encourage colleagues to put their financial houses in
order when contentious negotiations are on the horizon.
– Set aside at least 2 months’ worth of major expenses
(rent/mortgage, insurances, car payment)
– If you have employer health insurance, tend to routine
health care/refill prescriptions well before expiration of CBA
– Pay down credit cards and ensure you have sufficient credit
available for emergencies
– Ensure car is maintained
– Postpone non-essential major purchases
– Take on additional students or other work
18
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PREPARATION AND ACTIVE
BARGAINING
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Preparation for Bargaining
• Notices

– 60-day notice to employer
– F-7 to FMCS and state agency (if any)
– Send certified return receipt requested

• Financial Analysis of Employer

Available through AFM by Bob Zagozda
$750 split between Local and AFM
Must be requested by Local
Requires 6 years of audited financials, 990s and
employee compensation reports
– Confer with musician reps to board
– Information requests to employer
–
–
–
–
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Research
• Research employer bargaining team
• Develop understanding of employer pressure
points (e.g., important dates/anniversaries,
financial weaknesses)
• Research peer orchestra contracts—less
important than understanding what your own
bargaining unit wants but can be helpful as
illustration of how certain problems have been
solved. Don’t lift language from other CBAs.
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Building the Proposal
• Survey the bargaining unit—AFM members
only!
– Short and focused
– Make sure you’ve framed the questions in a way
that will yield information you can actually use

• Review grievances and variances that have
arisen during the term of the agreement
• Careful not to create bargaining history from
ambiguous contract language
22
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Proposal Format
• Proposals should be short (bullet-point format),
in contract order and referenced as such. Specific
language should be kept in separate
supplemental language document.
• Don’t overload proposal with throw-away items
• Include all items you’re planning to propose
• Make proposal easy to understand and follow
• Create a separate document for housekeeping
items
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Proposals
• Cost out the proposal. Develop a manipulable
spreadsheet with all necessary formulae
appropriate to your bargaining unit.
• Present the proposal at the table so every item
can be explained and justified. Avoid exchanging
proposals in advance of first meeting. Be
prepared to explain reason for each proposal.
• Keep a clean copy of every union and employer
proposal, with date and time stamp for when it
was exchanged.
• Document, in writing, all tentative agreements
(Tas) as they are reached. Mutual sign off.
24
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Issues You May be Asked to Consider
• Employers propose unnecessary “ground
rules”
• Press blackout
• Sub-committee meetings
• Extend the contract?
– Not necessary. Status quo is maintained under
NLRB v. Katz
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Terms You May Hear or Use
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mediation (FMCS) & Arbitration
Caucus
Off-the-record meetings/sidebars
Impasse
Last Best and Final Offer (LBF)
Imposed LBF

26
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At the Table:
Committee Roles and Responsibilities
• A disciplined team approach is essential
• Spokesperson
• Note-taker (one dedicated, but everyone should
take notes)
• Observer of management team
• Subject matter experts (e.g., numbers, health
insurance, other topics of particular concern)
• Local Union presence at the table
• Importance of committee member attendance
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Communication During Bargaining
• To communicate or not to communicate with
the bargaining unit during bargaining?
– How much (if anything) to share?
– By what means (meeting, telephone, enewsletter; careful with email)?

• Communications between Employer Board
and Musicians/Union
– Issues of direct dealing
28
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After Tentative Agreement is Reached
• Ratification

– Who may vote?
• Only AFM members in good standing; Local determines
eligibility.
• PM and other supervisory employees who are also bargaining
unit members vote but cannot attend meetings where
negotiation is discussed

– By Secret Ballot

• In person, by mail or electronic
• All votes cast in the same way, regardless of chosen method

• Press release?
• Send ratified, fully executed CBA to AFM in NYC
(Art. 5, § 39 of AFM bylaws)
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COMMUNICATIONS AND
NETWORKING FOR STRENGTH
30
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Communications Basics (1)
• With orchestra musicians/membership
– Meetings
– Newsletters
– Social functions

• With Local Union

– Meetings
– Make sure expectations for negotiation expenses and
responsibilities are discussed well in advance and all are on the
same page

• Among Committee and Negotiator

– One line of communication between committee and negotiator—
one person with authority to speak for and report back to
committee and local
– Maintain professional decorum even though the local/committee
is like family. Avoid emotional venting, gossip, chattiness about
irrelevant matters.
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Communications Basics (2)
• With AFM-SSD
– Contact SSD with questions about language
– Contact Debbie with electronic media matters; all
media language must be approved by the Federation
– Send fully executed CBA to SSD

• With Media
– Must have an informed spokesperson
– Maintain a press contact database
– Learn how to prepare press releases

• With management at the table
– Chief spokesperson ALWAYS takes the lead
32
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Networking for Strength: Local
Community Organizational Allies
• Labor Council
• Arts Council
• Houses of worship/
religious organizations
• United Way
• Charitable organizations
• Media contacts
• Politicians
• Businesses (music-related,
entertainment-related, other)
• Social justice organizations
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Networking for Strength: Personal
Connections with Influence
• Ask every musician to make a list of “who they
know” with influence
– Parents of students
– People who attend same house of worship
– People who volunteer for same charitable
organizations
– Others?

• Alumni: former members of your orchestra
who have gone on to other institutions
34
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Networking for Strength:
Oppo Research
• Research employer’s leadership, especially
deep-pocket donors
– Determine if those folks have connections with
entities we are also connected with
– Check for hobbies and other interests where
pressure can be applied if needed
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